This study proposes an innovative technique for the load frequency control (LFC) of a three-area hybrid power system by putting into consideration of honey badger algorithm-based fractional order proportional integral derivative (FOPID) controller. The algorithm’s veritable use is attempted by arranging a FOPID controller for the hybrid system’s frequency regulation; the incredible potential of the proposed algorithm is proven. The proposed HBA-based FOPID regulator is presented by comparing its results with other current methods. It is seen that the said regulator is more viable for the frequency control contrasted with the regular regulator by considering a change in system parameters and different paces of RES penetration. It is also seen that the recommended controller is found to be more effective for load frequency control than the conventional controllers.

1. Introduction

The undertaking of load frequency control (LFC) is to affirm the frequency deviations inside a predetermined reach beyond what many would consider possible [1]. This critical problem identified with LFC is pivotal in a comprehensive planned power system to maintain the frequency within a sensible limit [2]. The literature study proves that many past investigations have been done to solve the LFC issue. The frequency regulation of a two-area interconnected power system is the focus of most ebb and flow research on LFC. Few have assessed customary energy sources, and, surprisingly, fewer have considered the effect of distributed sources on the LFC plan [3–5]. A three-area power system is used to verify the extension of a two-area power system [6–8]. However, almost no research has considered the impact of integrating various renewable energy sources in a three-area power system [9–11].

Different controllers have been proposed to deal with the LFC frequency control issue. The application of proportional integral and derivative have been used for LFC issues [12], tilt-integral-derivative controller [13], cascade tilt-integral-tilt-derivative controller [14], fractional-order PID controller [15], FPI-FPD cascade controller [16], fractional-
order three-degrees-of-freedom TID controller [17], and Type-1 and Type-2 fuzzy PID controller [18–20] have also been used by the researchers. Apart from this, none of the researchers have reported the fractional-order PID controller application for the automatic generation control (AGC) application.

One option is using the evolutionary algorithm to solve the LFC problem. The primary goal of EA is for them to be able to manage nonlinear functions [21]. EA applications include equilibrium optimization [20], particle swarm optimization [22], equilibrium optimization technique [23], bacteria foraging optimization [24], grey wolf optimization [25], cuckoo search algorithm [26], bat algorithm [27], gravitational search algorithm [28], and artificial bee colony optimization [29]. LFC design has been successfully implemented using EA. Although these techniques provide a powerful execution and manage a realistic LFC structure, their convergence rate is prolonged and frequently trapped in local optima.

In recent years, another calculation grown prevalently known as the honey badger algorithm (HBA) has been comprehensively used in various optimization issues. The previously mentioned HBA calculation is a population-based technique that starts with a bunch of randomly chosen candidates and helps their improvement estimates through an optimization system [30]. Now, considering all of the previously mentioned factors, a novel approach is made by integrating various renewable energy sources in a three-area AGC system, and a honey badger algorithm (HBA) based on fractional-order PID controller (FOPID) is developed for the load frequency control of the said hybrid power system.

2. Research Gap, Motivation, and Paper Organization

2.1. Literature Review. The observations from the literature reviews can be tabulated as shown in Table 1.

2.2. Research Gap. The main observations obtained from the above literature survey are as follows:

(i) Almost no research has considered the impact of integrating various renewable energy sources into the AGC operation

(ii) To the best of the author’s knowledge, the execution of fractional-order PID controller in the distributed power generation-based LFC applications is missing

(iii) Profound examination considering different valuable examinations such as variety in sun irradiation, load change, and wind power change has not been accessible in the current studies

2.3. Motivation. The general conclusion of the studied literature is that there are yet many holes that are as yet required to have been tended to for consistent distributed power generation operation. Thus, there is an urgent need to lead a top-to-bottom concentration on frequency support for different parts of distributed power generation applications. Roused from the above realities, a novel approach is made by integrating various renewable energy sources in a three-area AGC system, forming a hybrid power system to investigate the dynamic performances. Likewise, as the hybrid system tuned with a superior improvement technique can guarantee promising outcomes to control complex power systems, a recently seemed honey badger algorithm (HBA) is used to plan a control mechanism for frequency guidelines in distributed power generation operation. The said HBA has been utilized for ideal tuning of the fractional-order PID controller boundaries.

2.4. Paper Organization. The key contributions are quickly depicted as follows:

(i) The advantages of the said algorithm over a few other strategies in terms of execution time and objective function are dissected

(ii) The impact of the coordination of distributed energy within a three-area power system is inspected

(iii) A FOPID controller is arranged with the introduced HBA calculation for the said hybrid system and saw better frequency regulation by differentiating it with some other existing regulators/controllers

The leftover part of this study is coordinated as follows. The subtleties of the test system and numerical modelling of the hybrid system are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 gives the demonstration of the proposed regulator and the used objective function. Section 5 describes a detailed analysis of the HBA optimization algorithm. Simulation results of the further research are introduced in Section 6. Section 7 closes the study.

3. Details of System Understudy

As displayed in Figures 1 and 2, a three-area interconnected hybrid power system involves a thermal power plant unit, a hydroelectric power plant, and other distributed sources such as WTG, PV cell, HAE, PEV, MTG, FC, and DEG in each area. Table 2 [31] shows a lot of nominal gains (K) and time constant (T) limits for the previously mentioned three-area system.

3.1. Modelling of Three-Area Power System Components

(A) Thermal power system: a thermal plant is being utilized to generate power, and the important components are turbine, generator, governor, and reheater with the transfer function as [23]

\[ G_t(s) = \frac{K_t}{1 + sT_t} \] (1)

\[ G_p(s) = \frac{K_p}{1 + sT_p} \] (2)
Equations (1)–(4) represent the transfer function representation of the turbine, generator, governor, and reheater system, respectively.

(B) Hydropower plant modelling: the important components of a hydropower plant are “hydraulic governor” and “hydro turbine” which can be expressed as

\[ G_g(s) = \frac{K_g}{1 + sT_g} \]

\[ G_r(s) = \frac{1 + sK_r T_r}{1 + sT_r} \]

Equations (1)–(4) represent the transfer function representation of the turbine, generator, governor, and reheater system, respectively.

(C) WTG system: there are a few nonlinearities in this system that combine pitch angle, and there is a direct relationship between the wind speed and pitch angle, resulting in nonlinearity. Thus, to represent the wind turbine in the low-frequency environment, it can be shown as

\[ G_{WTG}(s) = \frac{K_{WTG}}{1 + sT_{WTG}} \]

(D) PV system: the PV system comprises a PV module, MPPT tracker, converter, and filter circuit. Numerically, it can be addressed as

\[ G_{PV}(s) = \frac{K_{PV}}{1 + sT_{PV}} \]

(E) Plug-in electric vehicle: a PEV can be defined as a vehicle that draws power from a battery with a limit of basically 4 kW each hour and is fit for being charged from an outside source. PEV’s are currently expected to be accused or released of the sensible control plan to take care of the issues brought about by a huge entrance of renewable energy. Thus, the PEV can be expressed as

\[ G_{PEV}(s) = \frac{K_{PEV}}{1 + sT_{PEV}} = \frac{\Delta P_{PEV}}{\Delta U} \]

(F) HAE system: the HAE is mostly used to take out hydrogen (H2) by utilizing the water electrolysis process and taking care of H2 in the tank after pressure during a typical period. Accordingly, the transfer functions of HAE are addressed by
Figure 2: The proposed structure of hybrid three-area power system.
The generalized transfer function of the FOPID controller can be represented by (1). The other traditional regulators can be effectively acknowledged with the help of this generalized transfer function by picking the suitable values of the variables $\lambda$ and $\mu$ [32]:

$$G(s) = \frac{K_p}{1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} s^\mu}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

For instance, by choosing $\lambda = 1$ and $\mu = 0$, proportional integral (PI) regulator can be figured out. Additionally, other ordinary regulators can be acknowledged by picking the suitable values of $\lambda$ and $\mu$. The FOPID regulator improves the control execution as they give adaptability of control in the full control space instead of a point as on account of traditional PID regulator [33]. In this research work, the FOPID regulator is used as a frequency excursion controller. The FOPID regulator configuration is vital to accomplish acceptable control execution. FOPID regulator is designed with the assistance of the XYZ optimization technique. The structure of the proposed FOPID controller is shown in Figure 3 [33].

### 4. The Proposed Fractional-Order PID Controller

The generalized transfer function of the FOPID controller can be represented by (1). The other traditional regulators can be effectively acknowledged with the help of this generalized transfer function by picking the suitable values of the variables $\lambda$ and $\mu$ [32]:

### Table 2: Hybrid power system model nominal parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Gain (K)</th>
<th>Time constant (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbine generator (WTG)</td>
<td>$K_{WTG} = 1$</td>
<td>$T_{WTG} = 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydro-aqua electrolyser (AE)</td>
<td>$K_{HAE} = 0.002$</td>
<td>$T_{HAE} = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cell (FC)</td>
<td>$K_{FC} = 0.01$</td>
<td>$T_{FC} = 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel engine generator (DEG)</td>
<td>$K_{DEG} = 0.003$</td>
<td>$T_{DEG} = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microturbine generator (MTG)</td>
<td>$K_{MTG} = 1$</td>
<td>$T_{MTG} = 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal power station</td>
<td>$K_T = 0.5$, $T_1 = 10.0$, $T_2 = 0.0866$, $B = 0.425$, $T_g = 0.08$, and $T_i = 0.3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydro power station</td>
<td>$T_p = 20$, $T_{R} = 0.513$, $T_{R} = 5$, $K_s = 1$, $T_1 = 48.7$, and $T_W = 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$G_{HAE}(s) = \frac{K_{HAE}}{1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} s^\mu}.  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

(G) FC system: the fuel cell is a crucial part considering its decreased pollution level and expanded productivity which can be expressed as

$$G_{FC}(s) = \frac{K_{FC}}{1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} s^\mu}.  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

(H) DEG system: diesel engine generators are expected for giving the absence of power and can restrict the power cumbersomeness among the supply and demand which can be expressed as

$$G_{DEG}(s) = \frac{K_{DEG}}{1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} s^\mu}.  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

(I) MTG system: microturbines, which are also known as mini turbines, can create both power and heat. These turbines, for the most part, have a solitary stage compressor and a solitary stage turbine, with a generator mounted on the same shaft. Numerically, a MTG can be communicated as

$$G_{MTG}(s) = \frac{K_{MTG}}{1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} s^\mu}.  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

(J) Combined power system and load modelling: the power system along with load can be modelled in terms of 1st-order transfer function as

$$G_p(s) = \frac{K_p}{1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} s^\mu}.  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

4.1. Optimization Problem. In the ongoing examination, the objective is the minimization of frequency deviation by thinking about an integral time absolute error (ITAE) which can be depicted as [34]

$$J = ITAE = \int_0^{t_{sim}} \left( \left| \Delta F_1 \right| + \left| \Delta F_2 \right| + \left| \Delta P_{tie} \right| \right) \cdot t \cdot dt,  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

where $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$ and $\Delta P_{tie}$ and $t_{sim}$ show the area-1 and area-2 frequency deviations and tie-line power deviation and simulation time.

The fitness function and constraints for the above problem is formulated as an optimization problem which are given as

$$\text{Minimize } J$$

$$K_R^L \leq K_s \leq K_R^U  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

Subject to $K_I^L \leq K_s \leq K_I^U$

$$K_D^L \leq K_s \leq K_D^U.$$  

5. Honey Badger Algorithm (HBA)

Inspired by the honey badger’s clever hunting behaviour, HBA comes up with a more effective search technique for solving many issues that arise in the hard optimization problems. In this algorithm, the two phases, exploration and exploitation, are based on the dynamic search strategy with digging and honey locating method of the honey badger. The detailed steps of the HBA global optimization problem are

Step 1: the number of honey badger of population size $N$ and dimension $D$ is initialized as [30]

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} K_{11} & K_{12} & \cdots & K_{1D} \\ K_{11} & K_{12} & \cdots & K_{1D} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ K_{N1} & K_{N2} & \cdots & K_{ND} \end{bmatrix},  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$
The $n$th position of $X$ is obtained as

$$x_n = l_{bn} + (u_{bn} - l_{bn}) \times r_1,$$  
where $l_{bn}$ and $u_{bn}$ are the lower and upper bound of the search domain of $n$th position and $r_1$ is a random number $0 < r_1 < 1$.

Step 2: this step describes the smell intensity in $n$th honey badger. The strong smell leads to faster motion and vice versa. Hence, $I_n$ is defined as

$$x_{new}^{G} = \left( x_{prey} + F_1 \times c_2 \times I_n \times x_{prey} + F_1 \times r_3 \times \varphi \times d_n \times \cos(2\pi r_5) \times \left[ 1 - \cos(2\pi r_5) \right] \right),$$  
where $x_{prey}$ denotes the global best position, $c_2$ is a constant. $r_3, r_4$, and $r_5$ are random numbers between 0-1, and $F_1$ is known as a flag that helps in exploring the search space while avoiding entering the local optimum:

$$F_1 = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } r_6 \leq 0.5, \\
-1, & \text{otherwise,} 
\end{cases}$$  
where $r_6$ is a random number that varies from 0 to 1.

In the honey phase, $x_n$ is updated as

$$x_{new}^{H} = \left( x_{prey} + F_1 \times r_7 \times \varphi \times d_n \right),$$  
where $r_7$ is a random number [0-1]. At this stage, the new position depends on time-varying density factor $\varphi$.

### 6. Discussion on Simulation Results

#### 6.1. Implementation of Proposed HBA Algorithm

The computation of the objective function for the hybrid power system can be figured out by finishing the simulation by contemplating (17) to track down the limits of the FOPID, PIDF, and PID regulator. Table 3 shows the regulator boundaries which contrast the current strategy with the other standard techniques. It very well might be seen from Table 2 that the HBA-based FOPID controller gives a predominant result when appeared differently in relation to the HBA-based PIDF and the standard HBA-based PID regulator. Likewise, it will overall be pondered that the proposed HBA-based FOPID method gives improved results when veered from PPA. One more perception can be taken from Table 2 that the rate improvement in $J$ with the HBA-based FOPID controller from HBA-based PIDF, PID, and a conventional GSA-based PID is 5%, 10% and 20%, respectively, consequently supporting the use of the proposed approach. Presently, to test the three-area power system, simulation is done by thinking about the following disturbances.

#### 6.2. Condition 1: Wind Disturbance in Area 1 and Solar Disturbance in Area 2.

To exhibit the vigor of the suggested regulator against assortment in electrical power interest, both the areas of the system are presented to self-assertively varying loading design as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). This simulation is done by considering the nominal parameters that appear in Table 1. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the reaction of the three-area power system by thinking about the above aggravation. It is noted from Figure 5 that the proposed HBA-based FOPID regulator shows stable execution under discretionarily fluctuating wind and solar patterns.


For the first instant, the proposed distributed energy source-based three-area hybrid power system is attempted with a wind unsettling influence in region 1 as displayed in Figure 4(a). Figures 6(a)–6(c) show the frequency response of region 1 ($\Delta f_1$) and region 2 ($\Delta f_2$) and tie-line power modification ($\Delta P_{tie12}$) after going through irritation with different

$$I_n = \frac{r_2 \times C}{4\pi d_n^2},$$  
$$C = (x_n - x_{n-1})^2,$$  
$$d_n = (x_{prey} - x_n),$$

where $C$ and $d_n$ represent the concentration strength and distance between the prey and the badger, respectively.

Step 3: the density factor $\varphi$ is updated with iterations for controlling time-varying randomization as

$$\varphi = c_1 \times \exp \left( -\frac{it}{IT_{max}} \right),$$

where it and IT$_{max}$ denote the current and maximum iteration in the algorithm and $c_1$ is a constant.

Step 4: the two phases in HBA are the digging phase and the honey phase. In the digging phase, $x_n$ is updated as

$$x_n = l_{bn} + (u_{bn} - l_{bn}) \times r_1,$$
### Table 3: Optimized parameters for the hybrid power system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Proposed HBA-tuned FOPID controller</th>
<th>HBA-tuned TID controller</th>
<th>HBA-tuned PID controller</th>
<th>GSA-tuned PID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controller 1</td>
<td>$K_P = 1.6491, K_I = 1.8964, K_D = 1.8965$</td>
<td>$K_P = 1.6987, K_I = 1.9987, K_D = 1.9987$</td>
<td>$K_P = 1.9987, K_I = 1.9987, K_D = 1.9987$</td>
<td>$K_P = 1.9985, K_I = 0.9987, K_D = 1.6669$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAE</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>68.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4](image-url) **Figure 4:** (a and b) Different disturbances of the hybrid power system. (a) Wind disturbance for area 1. (b) Solar disturbance for area 1.

![Figure 5](image-url) **Figure 5:** Continued.
Figure 5: (a–e) System response for condition 1: (a) $A_1$, (b) $A_2$, (c) $A_3$, (d) $P_{tie12}$, and (e) $P_{tie23}$.

Figure 6: (a–c) System response for condition 2: (a) $A_1$, (b) $A_2$, and (c) $P_{tie12}$. 
Table 4: Sensitivity analysis parameters for the hybrid power system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governor time constant ($T_g$)</td>
<td>0.16 (+50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine time constant ($T_t$)</td>
<td>0.7 (+75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency bias factor ($\beta$)</td>
<td>0.34 (-20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droop characteristics ($R$)</td>
<td>2.25 (-25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System damping constant ($D$)</td>
<td>0.027 (-10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System inertia constant ($M$)</td>
<td>0.12 (-70%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
proposed controllers. It tends to be seen that there is a calculable contrast between the customary techniques and the proposed HBA-based FOPID regulator.

6.4. Condition 3: Solar Disturbance in Area 2. At the next instant, there is a change in solar power penetration in area 2, as shown in Figure 4(b). Following a similar occasion, the reaction of the three-area system is shown in Figures 7(a)–7(c) as the response in region 1, region 3, and the tie-line power change. A conclusion can be drawn that, after undergoing perturbation, the oscillation of the system can be greatly reduced by the application of the HBA base FOPID controller.

6.5. Condition 4: Sensitivity Analysis of the Proposed Hybrid Power System. At last, a sensitivity investigation is completed to demonstrate the matchless quality of the proposed technique. The said examination is performed by changing the system boundaries as given in Table 4. The proper change of RESs’ sources during the said activity is displayed in Figures 8(a)–8(c). It could be seen from the response that real frequency deviations can be doubtlessly taken note of.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This study proposes a novel honey badger algorithm (HBA) for a FOPID controller structure for frequency control of a hybrid three-area power system. The predominance of the improved algorithm over the standard GSA calculation to the extent simulation time and fitness function is taken immediately. It tends to be seen from the correlation table that there is a high rate of decrease in the performance indices, i.e., in J values. The rate improvement in J with the proposed HBA-based FOPID controller contrasted with HBA-based TID, HBA-based PID, and GSA-based PID is 5%, 8%, and 20%, respectively, thus justifying the application of the proposed approach. The HBA approach is then used to design further FOPID controller boundaries for three-area power system frequency regulation. The simulation result demonstrates that the HBA-based FOPID regulator is more productive for frequency regulation than the standard regulator. In the present work, only a few renewable energy sources are included in the hybrid system. Application of some other sources with some different controllers can be tested with some new algorithms in the distributed system which can be considered as a future scope. Its hardware validation can also be considered as a future part of the proposed work.
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